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Power Cords
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inspect all cords for damage; never use a damaged cord.
Plug all cords into a GFCI-protected outlet.
Protect all cord connections from water.
Do not fasten extension cords with staples, nails or suspend by wire.
Do not run extension cords through sharp openings without padding.
Do not run extension cords unprotected through windows.
Do not stand on plugs or extension cords.
Do not allow cords to run through doorways, common walkways, or
stairwells. Inspect throughout work day to be sure these areas stay
clear of cords. Untangle, move, and re-route cords as necessary.
Remind volunteers to do the same every time they move.

Power Tools: Roto-Zips
•
•
•
•

Only trained staff, AmeriCorps, and Crew Leaders can use Roto-zips.
Clearly communicate the limited use of Roto-zips to all volunteers.
Maintain a clear safety radius around all cuts.
Always check for easily-damaged materials before making a cut.

Lifting and Carrying:
Drywall is heavy and volunteers are
enthusiastic.
• Make sure workers always work in
teams to lift and carry.
• Always lead by example.

Drywall Scrap:
• Designate specific areas for scrap drywall, and make sure
teams are clearing scrap out of work areas as they work.
• Clear trash drywall (unusable, broken, too small, etc)
immediately out of the work areas.
• Have trash bags available so teams can clean as they work.

Drywall Storage:
Sheets are often stocked leaning against walls.
• Be careful working around these piles – they can tip, and are dangerously heavy.
• Never attempt to lean or move whole piles – move sheet by sheet, if necessary.
• Never climb or work on piles.

Installing Ceiling Drywall: Remember the Basics
Ceiling edges are joined by yellow paper tape.

Do not use wallboard on ceilings.
(The paper is not strong enough
to suspend it from the ceiling.)

Ceiling board must be fastened
every seven inches, everywhere.
Have volunteers use Ceiling and
Seam sticks to mark screw spacing.

Preparation: Placement and Measuring
Placement:
• Ceiling drywall is installed running perpendicular to joists/trusses.
• Always stagger seams in drywall.
• Wherever two piece of drywall touch, they must both have factory edges.
Measuring:
• Get two tight measurements: one for each side length of the board (in case
the space is not square).
– Use the shorter measurement.
– If the two measurements are more than ½” off, make an angled cut to fit.
• Always subtract ¼” from your tight measurement to make installation easier.

Placement: Breaking Rows and Joining Edges
Remember: All 4’ factory edges of drywall must be
fully supported (either by framing or deadwood).
Where two pieces meet in the middle of a span:
• Both edges must be factory (not cut).
• Edges should meet in the middle of the truss or joist.
• Always stagger seams – never join two adjacent
pieces on the same framing member.
• There should be no gap between pieces.

Placement: Breaking Rows and Joining Edges
Cutting notches around corners and end walls:
• Never place a seam adjacent to a corner or an end wall.
• These are the points in a ceiling where natural forces are most
likely to crack the drywall mud.
• Span the corner or notch with as much solid drywall as possible.

Always notch around
corners and wall ends.

This piece should be notched
tightly around the 2x6 end wall
and span at least to this joist.

Placement: Breaking Rows and Joining Edges

In any room where one
dimension is larger than 4’,
drywall must be installed
perpendicular to
joists/trusses.

But
In small rooms (where one dimension is
less than 4’) you can use one single piece
and it can run parallel to joists.

Placement: Breaking Rows and Joining Edges
You can eliminate a seam running down
a hallway by ending two courses in the
center of a joist/truss and starting a
new sheet cut to the hallway’s width.
But
Do not end two courses and start a
new one at a corner of a wall
unless you install blocking
between joists/trusses to support
these seams.

Preparation: Marking Obstacles
Mark on top plates the locations of joists/trusses.

Mark the shape and location of any
outlet boxes.
• Remind volunteers not to try and
install screws within 2’ of these
boxes until after they are cut out.
• Push wires up into box to protect
them from Roto-Zip.

Preparation: Setting up a safe workspace
Make sure all cords are untangled and pushed out of the way.
• Make sure drills are plugged in, their depth set appropriately,
and are within easy reach of workers.

Set up stools, temporary scaffolds,
and/or ladders before lifting pieces.
•

Ensure scaffold planks bear
solidly on stools.

Make sure there are enough workers to
safely support the weight of the board for
the time it takes to sufficiently fasten.
•

When in doubt, get some extra help
during the lifting process!

Safe lifting practices
• Lift pieces as a team. Communicate clearly and calmly.
• Often it is easier to lift one edge up first, tuck it into place,
then lift the other edge up.
• In tight spaces, make sure the piece is lifted squarely in the
space, otherwise it will be too long to fit.

Never force edges or corners into place.

Watch out for Boca plates and strapping.

The drywall is much more likely to break than
fit, and then you’ll have to re-cut the piece.

They stick out from framing slightly and can
catch and tear the drywall.

Safe fastening practices
With workers supporting the weight of the board,
fasten as many points as possible before releasing.
• This means at least one screw at each end of each
truss/joist.
– Where outlet boxes and other obstacles prevent
secure fastening, install as many screws as possible
two feet from that obstacle.

Remember:
Screws should
dimple paper.

Screws that
spin freely have
missed framing:
pull them out.
Screws that break
through paper aren’t
supporting drywall:
replace them.

Once it’s safe to release board:
Do not begin installing additional pieces until
the previous one is securely fastened.
• Have volunteers use ceiling sticks to mark in
straight lines the necessary screw patterns.
• Cut out any outlets or obstacles with the
Roto-zip and finish fastening these areas.
• You can have volunteers measure and cut the
next piece in preparation, but do not lift it
until the previous piece is securely fastened.

“Completely fastened” is
every 7” everywhere

Using “Deadmen”
To reduce the strain on volunteers holding sheets while others
install screws, use 2x4 deadmen to help support pieces.
Note: Using deadmen does not replace having volunteers
support the piece – never leave a piece unsupported until
it is securely fastened.

Building a Deadman
Deadmen should be a total of 97” tall.
This is the height of the unfinished ceiling.
This way when supporting ½” drywall the deadman will be a ½” too
tall, allowing you to wedge it securely under each piece.
•
•

A deadman too short runs the risk of losing its friction and falling out.
A deadman too long will be at too sharp of an angle, won’t have as
much surface contact, and so could fall out.

The top horizontal bar should be between 3 and 4 feet long.
•

Attach diagonal supports to strengthen this top bar.

Safely Using Deadmen
Always have one person assigned to handling the deadman to
avoid confusion or it accidentally falling.
•
•
•

Lift sheet into place and situate it tightly in place with no gaps.
Set base of deadman on subfloor and raise top to be centered under piece.
Do not place deadman under any outlets or fan boxes.
– The pressure will crack drywall and can damage boxes.

•

Some prefer to install one or two screws before placing deadman to ensure
the sheet doesn’t move as deadman is put in place.

Don’t push the top of deadman to
wedge it in place.
• Instead, hold the top steady and push
the bottom until snug.
• Pushing the top is harder, because
there is greater surface contact, and it
may damage the drywall.
Place deadmen perpendicular to joists/trusses or directly under joists/trusses.
Never place a deadman in the bay between joists/trusses.

Safely Using Deadmen
Remember, since you’re wedging it in place at a slight angle, it will
push not only up but also in the direction you’re wedging it.
• So always situate deadman and
install it pushing towards a tight
edge (like a wall’s top plate or a
previous piece) and not toward an
open expanse of ceiling.
• Otherwise, pushing deadman into
place may push sheet over and open
a gap.

Removing a deadman
Removing a deadman is the greatest potential for injury if not paying attention.
•

If someone loosens the bottom, the top can fall and injure another worker.

Always have one person assigned to removing it, and ensure that the sheet is
fully fastened and all other workers are safely out of the way before moving it.
•

Make sure the top of the deadman is fully supported while removing; never let it fall.

Using Drywall Lifts
When working with low volunteer numbers or with known lifting
restrictions, consider using a mechanical lift.

These lifts are not recommended
for work days with high volunteer
numbers as they are bulky and
can be cumbersome to move.

Using Drywall Lifts
• Make sure all three legs are fully
extended and locked into place.
• Fold out hooked arms to support
bottom lip of drywall.
• Extend support arms to bear as much
of the length of the piece as possible.
• Place lift as close as possible to
centered under piece’s target.
– It is much easier and safer to move an
empty lift than one balancing a sheet of
drywall.

• Place piece on lift platform and tilt
until nearly flat.

Using Drywall Lifts
• Slowly use hand crank to raise sheet up to ceiling.
• While supporting piece to ensure it can’t fall,
carefully move entire lift until piece is perfectly
in place.
• Making sure that no one’s hands are between piece and
ceiling, carefully crank up piece until it is tight to the ceiling.

Using Drywall Lifts
The same secure fastening rules apply: Install at least one
screw in each end of each truss/joist before releasing lift.
• Because it takes no extra effort to keep lift in place, best
practice is to install all screws except those where lift arms
are directly in the way before lowering lift.

Best Practices for Large Areas
In large rooms it’s important to install the first
course of drywall as straight as possible.
• If there is a bow in the top plate or an out-of-square corner, the
first piece of drywall wont’ be straight.
• If the first pieces are slightly crooked it won’t be possible to
push the following pieces up tight without any gaps.

To avoid this:
• Measure 4’ from each corner of the room and snap a chalk line across the
bottom of the joists/trusses.
• Double-check measurements in a few places in the middle.
• If the wall bows out (this measurement is more than 4’), that’s okay.
• If wall bows in (measurement is less than 4’), adjust the lines out.
• Install the first course of drywall with its leading edge exactly on this chalk line.

Best Practices for Minimal Gaps
Work in continuous rows.
• In a large space you can work on several rows at a time, just
be sure secondary rows don’t get ahead of preceding ones.

Stair-step your rows.
Make sure to close all gaps
between pieces as you go.
Small gaps at top plates can
be covered by wall board.

Don’t let one row get ahead like this.
It is much harder to make the missing piece fit in after
the fact, harder to keep sheets straight, and much
harder to reduce the resulting gaps between pieces.

Roto-zipping ceiling boxes
Remind volunteers not to install
screws within 2’ of outlet boxes.
Where boxes are near an edge or
corner, push up carefully to keep firm
contact between drywall and box.

Remember:
Using a roto-zip generates a lot of dust.
•
•
Remember: Only trained staff, AmeriCorps, and
Crew Leaders are allowed to use Roto-zips.

•

Use extreme caution cutting overhead.
Wear goggle-style safety glasses and
consider a dust mask.
Clearly communicate the dust concern to
volunteers before cutting.

